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ThE SOLIDiJS CURVE OF ThE ZIRCONIUL-TANTALUM ALLOYS 

Very little is known and «ven 1es8 has been published on the 

propertie8 of the binary alloys of zfrconl.um with tantalum. Both of 

these metals are eharactex'tzed by their excellent corrosïon reeist 
ance and, when they contain a very i percentage of impurities, by 

their ductility.(5, p.1) }3ecauae each of these metals baa an 

extremely high me1tin point, one is tempted to begin the study of 

its syatem of alloys by determining the solidus curve, The purpose 

of this thesie is to deterrine the solidus curve eciee1y. The 

solidus curve of a given system of alloys will show not only the 

temperature at which some certain alloy will begin to melt, but also 

indicate auch phenomena as the limits of solid eolubiltty, the 

number of compounds fornted and the composition of these conpounds. 

Therefore, the resulta of this thesis should furnish both inforrna'- 

tion and a starting point for future work on this system of afloys. 
According to a hypothesis put forward by fluns-othery and 

others, if the atomic diameters of a solvent and a solute differ by 

leas than about fifteen percent of the atomic diameter of the solvent, 

the size factor is favorable for the solvent arid the solute to form 

solid solutions to a considerable extent.(7, p.1) The interatomic 

distance in crystals of solid tantalum is 2.856 A and the inter- 

atomic distance of beta-zirconiwn, which is the crystal form of 

zirconium at high teniperatures, is .12 A.('7, table 1) This leads 

to the result that the size factor is favorable for the formation 

of extended solid solutions of zirconium in tantalum and also In 



extended solid solutions o tantaluni in zirconium. However, those 

metals occupy positions in different groups of the periodic table. 

This is an unfavorable condition for t forntion of extended solid 

solutions Therefore the solidus curve ny be other than that of a 

simple solid solution binary system of alloys. 

Some useful properties of tantalum are: its high corrosi 
resistance, ease of fabrication, and an extrely high eltthg 

temperature. As a pure ta1 it does not react with body fluids nor 

with nerve tissue. M present tantalum is used in the chemical indus- 

try, in surgical repairs, and as anode components of electronic tubes. 

The systeti of allcrs of tantalum and carbon is about the only binary 

system of alloys with pure tantalum as one of the constituents for 

which there are quantitatiw data available There has been however, 

SOflE wcrk done on portions of the alloy systems of tantalum with 

cobalt, iron, molybdenum, nickel, wolfram, and zirconium. In the 

available information concerning the zirconium-tantalum system of 

alloys, no definite conclusions bave been reached as to the tempera- 

turc or the composition of the alloys at which the phase changes made 

their appearance.(5, ¡.58-59) Still there ha bet. n considerable 

research done on the refractory compounds of tantalum such as its 
carbidos, nitrides, etc., and alloys of these refractory corpounds 

with metals of the iron group, both with and without additions of 

other transitional elennts, 
Bigh purity zirconium is a very ductile metal,(8, pp.193-194) 

Its corrosion resistance is about the same as that of tantalum and 

it is Zar superior in resistance to crosion from caustics. Like 



tantalum, zirconium is unaffected by body f1uid8 so that ail in ail, 

the uses of zirconium are similar to those of tantalurn.(4, pp. 28-29) 

In the electronics industries it is used quite frequently as a getter 

in vacuum tubes because vahen heated it absorbs a large amount of 

residual gases left in the ttibe after having been sealed off. 

&P?ARATW 

One of the first requirements for the melting of alloys of 

tantalum and zirconiwn. is that they be heated in either a inert 

atmosere or in a vacuum, The reason for this is that at high tem 

peratures, both metals act as excellent getters by combining readily 

with all gases except those which are inert. It ha been found in 

at the Bureau of inØØ Laboratory in Albany, Oregon, 

that argon and the high purity Bureau of *nes helium bad a certain 

amount of impurities. Therefore it appears that for the condition 

ef *inimuni contaminat ion, the melting should be done in a vacuum 

which, from past experience, was chosen at less than one micron of 

rcury. This is the method used at the Bureau of ines Laboratory 

in Albany for the determination of the melting temperatures of other 

alloys of zirconium provided their vapor pressures are sufficiently 

low to permit the use of a vacuum, as te the case with the tantalum 

and zirconium alloys. A vacuum of less than one micron of pressure 

must be maïntained throughout the entire heating cycle. The vacuum 

furnace which had been used for the determination of the solidus 

curve for other ailcys of zirconium at the Bureau of Mines was capa 

ble of attaining safely a mazimum temperature of oxCLy a little 



over 2,000 degreea centigrade. It co.tid a130 maintatri the necesary 

v-acaia if a 1ow beating rate were uaed. With the zirconiww4antalum 

ayatem it would be beneficial if a tempe'ature of' 3,000 degrees 

eantirade could be reached. Because the ±urnace possessed by the 

Bureax of Mines worked so well within it tenperature range, it WaS 
decided to build another furnace along the øae general plans with 

jiet enough toditicationa to permit it to attain the teinperatures 

required. In the design at this turnace, it w decided that the 

1urnace should be capable of maintaining a vacuta oi' at 1eat orte 

micron of pres3ure at a texnperature diich would be determined by the 

rate o evaporation o the carbon crucible and the ftnely grour4 

carbon insulating material which was used in the systea. This 

temperature assumed, from the data available on the vapor pres 

sure of graphite, to be ic the neighborhood of 2,500 degrees C. 

Because of the largo aznount of graphite in the furnace, a higher 

pumping capacity than was present in the sialler furnace used in 

previous work was needed. F or this purpose a Cenco HyperVac 20 

vacuum pump and a Distillation Products VI-50 oil diffusion pump 

were tised. The oil diffusion pump waa required, because the fore 

pump used eould reach only an ultimate pressure of 25 microns of 

mercury. A two inch vacuum line was used between the vacuum head 

on the furnace and the diffusion pwp. This was a3 large a diameter 

line as was convenient fór this installation, Also only two inch 

vacuum valves were available. The valve was placed in the high Yac'- 

uuzi line to speed up the melting cycle by allowing the furnace to bé 

opened without waiting for the diffusion pump to cool down ax then 



neat up again, It would 1p to arrange for isolation ot a section 

oÍ the vacuum system when 1ookin fo leaks wìich iccur occaionai1y. 

To facilitate leak chasing another vacu*xm valve was placed in the 

vacuum line between the lore pump and the diiTus1on pump. A ache- 

matie diagram of the system tried at first is shown in figwe 1. 

£11 of the vacuum lines, valves and fittings were made of Irass 

'with the exception of three elbows which were nade from wrought 

copper, The pipe fittings were ude of iron and were to be used 

for connecting the vacuum gauges, leak detect , and the helium 
supply from which helium was allowed to enter the system when open- 

ing the furnace. 

The coupling, which was installed for the purpose of connect-b 

ing a leak detect to the system, was placed between the vacuum 

valve and the vacuum pump in the fore line so that the entire system 

could be checked and the leaks all located from this one point. 

In the hiwi vacuum line between the vacuum valve and the oil 

diffusion pump a thermocouple type vacuum gauge tube was placed to 

indicate pressure in the vacuum systema It was also placed where it 

could be removed and the diffusion pump refilled with oil through 

the thermocouple connection into the vacuum system whenever 

a chwige of cil in the diffusion pump was necessary. Because this 

thermocouple gauge tube was in the vicinity of oil vapors fron the 

diffusion pump, it was not used to masure the vacuum attained in 

the system, but on1r as an indicat to show when pwier could be 

applied to theheating eleunt of the diffusion pump. This pouer 

can be applied when a vacuum of 100 zncrons of pressure has been 
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reached. An oil sold by Distillation Productø, Inc. ivan used in the 

ciffus.on pump. Peadings frora this thermocouple gauge tube were 

taken on a Hastings Vacuum Gauge which was built by the Hastings 

Instrument Company. This gauge and tube were used, rather than the 

y1vania type of tube, because of their extremely rapid response to 

pressure changos. 

To indicate when the pressure was below one micron of mercury 

ïn the furnace, another thermocouple tube of the same type was 

mounted in the vacuum head of the furnace. 1r the side of the ther 

mocouple tube an ionization gauge tube was mounted. The thermo 

couple gauge was calibrated and periodically checked against this 

ionization gauge. The iordzation current from the ionization gauge 

tube was measured with a pe 710 Thermocouple and Fnission regulated 

ion gauge control which was manufactured by the National Research 

Corparat ion and calibrated directly in terms of microns of pressure. 

Constant voltage transformers were used in conjunction with these 

vacuum gauges because their calibration changed considerably with 

the line voltage variations which were present. 

The vacuum head for the furnace was made of brass. The body of 
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In the £trt attempts to detez'aine the maximum furnace tempezs 

ture allowable at the center without heating up the furnace tube to 

ita softening temperature, the azt type oS crucible hoidera and the 

same type of carbon refractory were used as had been previously in a 

lower temperature vacuum furnace. The quartz tube in the uicinity of 

the crucible reached a temperatire of approxtmato1y 1200 degrees 

centigrade when the bottom of the crucible temperature was only 2W0 

decrees centtrade. This was not at all satisfactory for the cple- 

tion of this thesis or future work of a similar nature. Then various 

fora of air cooijr of the outside or the tube were tried without 

success. Vter cooling of the outside of the tube was sugested, so 

a 4 inch diazuetor pyrex tube was placed arouixi the furnace tube with 

water seals and the necessary outlets at the er.s This 

was also unsatisfactory as the temperature gradient through the wafl 

of the furnace tube was high enough to eauae it to fracture. Three 

quartz tubes were cracked in this nner in as nany heating oyoies, 

so this suggestion was discarded for this particular application. 

Then sorne slightly smaller crucible holders of the same size as those 

used tri the z'evtously existthg vacuum furnace were tried. iith 

those smaller crucible holders a temperature of 2400 degrees centi. 

grade was reached. However, this temperature could not be maintained 

because in a very short time the temperature of the quartz tube rose 

to an unsafe value, Also, the teniparature could not be increased as 

desirable and still reach this temperature before the teraperature of 

the tube reached its highest safe value. The next nthod tried was 

to use only the graphite particles which would pasa through a 64 mesh 
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ecreen. This was quite 8ucceas1u1. After inau1atiig the furnace 

with this 64 mesh graphite, and using a siiau1 fan to circulate air 

around the tube, a temperature of 2500 degree8 centigrade could be 

12aintained Sor between fifteen and twenty miiiutes without raisthg 

the tube temperature to an unaafe value. However, after three or 

Zoir heattng cycles, the graphite fused onouh to lose its refractory 

characteristic. Then onìe 100 xuesb graphite waa used a an thsula- 

tor. This had the diadvantae that the systei had to be evacuated 

and then degassed very slowly in order to prevent the gase8 being 

removed from carrying the gratite powder along with them. Usine 

this graphite, degas8ix*g was dono at 2800 degree$ centìgrade. After 

the initial degaseing, the powdered graphite had partially fused so 

that the next tSne the furnace was evacuated, the procese could be 

completed more quickly. This waa the fir3t tine a temperature a1 a 

vaouua bad been obtaird so that tbe graphite sub1iiied in quantities 

large enough to contaminate the sight g1as. This brought in a n 

variable in the determiration of teierature aa a chango in the 

tranmtseion of the 5jht glass appeared a a change in the bright- 

ness when sighting on the crucible with a Leeds and orthrup Optica]. 

Pyrozter. After having heated the crucible to this temperature, 

where sublimation was unusua1]r rapid, it wa found that some of the 

inner crucible holders had tufled to the outer holders and that the 

rato of eub1titïon was different for different x'epiacenta. The 

differenco in the rate of aublirnation wa high enough 80 that a check 

was iade into the type of graphite used in the nufacture of the 

different crucible holders, it was deduced that the rato of 
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8ub1Ltioi and the fusing of the graphite was some function of the 

inpurities t ontairied. The problem of deterrnririg how the thpurt- 

tie$ the raphtte governed tt vapor preaure and abtlity to fune 

was connidered too much to incorporate in this thest$. To evade thin 

problem, a search was made for the most nearly pure graphite which 

was available for use. Front blocks of the purest graphite ai1ab1e, 

cruolbien and crucible holdern were ninufactured. AU of the graph 

ite dußt and chips obtained in this operat ion were saved arid the 

portion which would pass throujh a hundred mesh screen was used as a 

refractory filler around the crucible holder. 

Using this graphite, temperatures up to 2800 de:roes centigrade 

were readily attained before the condensing graphite beLan to contam» 

mato the sight glass noticeably. At a temperature of 2500 degrees 

centigrade the rate ot sublimation was insignificant. With this type 

of furnace loading, the furnace has been kept at a teriperattire of 

2000 degrees centigrade continuously for a period of ten hours and at 

a temperature of 2500 degrees centigrade for a period of one hour. 

The final method of loading the furnace is shown in figure 3. For 

the present application, the temperature limitation for the furrce 

is 2500 degrees centigrade when a vacuum of better than one micron is 

maintained. This limitation is entirely due to the subUrnatton of 

the graphite refractory and furnace ware. 

The power used to heat the furnace and speotmene was obtained 

front induced eddy currents initiated by a high frequency generator 

built by the Scientific Electric Capany. This generator furnished 

18 ki1ratts at about 260 kilocyclen. One modification to thts 
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generator was the addition o another rheostat in series with the 

rh*ostat which controls the plato current in the generator. This 

rnodtiaation Tras made in order to furnish a finer adjustment o the 

power output. Another' modification wa to install a relay so that 

when it was energized, t would short out an existing resistor in the 

grid circuit of the thyratrons. This relay was eiergized by a con 

trouer switch in a recordi.rig potenti*neter resulting in a decrease 

cxC the plate current by a small increment. When the recorder was 

used, it was driven by a radiation pyronter. Figure 4 is a piei- 

ture of the equinent, below the table upon which the furnace was 

mounted, shmring the Lore pump, the diffusion pump, the furnace tube, 

and the induction coil. The induction coil was wound specially or 

thia application. Fiuz'e 5 i.e a picture of the equipment from above, 

showing the entire unit. 

The temperature was measured with a Leeds and Northrup Optical 

Pyrometer by sighting on the bottom of a hole in the specimen being 

heated. When the furnace temperature was required to remain con 

stant, the temperature was determined first with the optical pyrome- 

ter and then a Minneapolis Honeywell's flowr Radiamatic Radiation 

Pyrometer was focused on the bottom of the crucible or the top of 

the specimen. Then the controller switch in the recording potenti- 

ometer was set so that with any increase in temperature, the control- 

1er switch would energize the reiay jzeviously described, thus 

reducing the power. The radiation pyrometer was modified by using 

a different focal length lens and an adapter so that the new lens 

would be a different distance from the thermopile in the pyrometer. 
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means of this modification, this rometer was now focused on an 

area 1/4 of an inch in diariter and at a distance of 27 inches from 

the objective lens. This distance was determined by the distance 

from the bottom of the crucible to the outside surface of the sight 

glass. 

PFLEPARkTION SPCIMN$ 

In the preparation of the specLiens, the following three re- 
quirements had to be met. 

1. The specimens had to be homogeneous. 

2. The specimens bad to contain as few impurities and in as small 

amounts as is possible with the materials available. 

. The specimens had to be the same size and repro- 

ducible results could be obtained in measuring temperatures. 

These requirements were met by means of the following eight 

steps. 

1. finely ground amounts of tantalum and zirconium in definite 

proportions were thoroughly mixed. The tantalum was fine enough 

to c'ass through a 100 mesh screen. it was obtained from the 

Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation. The zirconium was able to 

pass through a 10 mesh screen and was part of lot no. DG-li 

produced at the Bureau of ines Laboratory in Albany, Oregon. 

The mixture was thoroughly xnid to assure a homogeneous aiioy 

a!ter melting. 

2. Enough of this mixture was placed in a die and compressed under 

50,000 pounds per square inch to form a compact 1 inch long 
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by 5/4 inoh in diameter Previously, it had been Í'ound that 

when a compact had been Xorrned under th.s PreSSUre, it did not 

fall apart in the subsequent aro melt trig proce8e. It was found 

b trial and erroe' that a compact of this size furnished enough 

terial when melted to make a button as large as was necessary. 

3. This conpact was then aro melted into a button within a water 

cooled copper furnace, in an atmosphere of helium. This is a 

general practice at the Bureau of Tines Laboratory, tiere the 

work on this thesis was dore. This buttcn has the approximate 

shape of a convex lens and is about one inch in diameter and 

about 3/4 of an inch thick along its axis. 

4. The edge of the button was machired off in a lathe so that it 

would lie flat on the bottom of an irer crucible holder, This 

left the button apoxitely 5/4 o an inch in diameter. 

5. This button was placed in the vacuum furnace, prepared foe' this 

thesis, and heated to approximately 1500 degrees centigado aB 

was detetmed by sight tn on an area of the furnace which 

approached black body conditions. 

6. The radiation pyrometer was then focused on the top surface of 

the button and the controller switch set so that with any in 

crease of temperature, the power input to the furnace would be 

decreased by a small amount so that the furnace would cool 

slowly. Then the furnace had cooled to a preset value, the 

power input would be increased to its original a1ue. This 

kept the furnace within a few degrees o the desired teinpera- 

turs. The button was hold at this temperature in vacuo for 



one hour. 

7. At the end of one hour, the power input to the furnace was 

turned off manually and the button was allowed to cool in vacuo. 

8. The button was then further machined to a finished shape on a 

lathe. This finished shape was a cylinder, 1/2 inch in dianter 

and 3/8 of an inch long, with a hole drilled in the center of 

one end to a depth of 5/16 of an inch with a number 50 wire 

gauge drill. The last portion of the metal removed in this 

process, which amounted to approximately one gram, was collected 

and 8ent to the Chemistry Section of the Bureau of Mines Labora- 

tory for a chemical analysis. Samples from every specimen were 

analyzed for tantalum. Occasionally, a sample was given a 

ccnplete analysis to detect ar new variables which may have 

entered into the problem. 

The specimen was placed in a crucible which previously bad been 

degassed at a temperature at least 200 degrees centigrade above t 
expected melting point of the specimen. The furnace was then evacu- 

ated to a pressure of at least one micron of mercury, The furnace 

was then allowed to set with the pumps opperating for at least one 

hour to tree ary gases present. Power was applied to the furnace 

slowly at first so that there was no increase in pressure due to the 

outgassing of the graphite, until a temperature of 900 degrees canti- 

grade had been reached. At this temperature, the plato current con- 

tral was adjusted so that the power input to the furnace was 



auicient Lox' the temperature of the spectmexi to increa8e at a rate 

o1 approziate1y 20 degrees centirade per minute. With this rate 

of' ikcreasin tenperature, the top surface of the spécnan and a 

circular area in the center oZ the hole were very rear1y the same 

brjgbtness, At the same tjii the portion of the hole, which wa 

beveled, was brighter and showed up in the o$ca1 pyrometer a a 

brijht rirki arour1 a relatively dark area at the bottom of the hole, 

This bevel had been produced bscauae o the manner Lu which the drifl 

had been sharpened, ?r adjusting the current through th filament 

in the optïcal pyroneter so that the filament appearód the gazne 

bri&tneas a this ring, then it appeared brighter than the area in 

thè ring. The power applied to the furnace was then adjusted so that 

thöre wa a differenee of brihtnesa teìnperature between the ring 

and the circle oÍ from S to 10 deees centigrade. This provided 

enough contr*at só that the fL1a.i'nt in the optical pyrneter øould 

be kept matched eastly with the brIght ring. It was also fowi in 

oalibrabtng the furnace arid pjioneter that the brightness temperature 

o1 this ring was closer ta a black body brijhtness temperature than 

any other observable portion of the furnace, %then heating at this 

slow rate, numerous changea in the rate of heating could be observed 

with a constant power input to the furnace, The changes in the rate 

of heating almost always occurred in a very definite manner. First 

there would be a slowing up of the rate of heating for an increase 

ci' about S degrees centigrade, then there would be an abrupt delay 

in heating Lcr a period varying front one or two econis to about SO 

seconds, At the end of this delay in heating, there would be a rapid 
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increase In the rate ot heatrig for the next ew degrees Thllawed by 

a resumption of the irev1ou5 rete. Sonette3 there was ari obervab1e 

difference in the final and the initial rates o heating. These 

dUference3 however were always anaU. lThen a difference occurred, 

it was aestirned that the specinen bsiI undergone a chance in heat 

capacity at this temperature. From the work done previously at the 

Bureau ot Mires Laboratory in Albany, it had been found that at the 

temperature of a phase change lu the ally-, such as at the solidus 

temperature, these thermal delays could be observed under the previ- 

ously described conditions, TherotGro, for this thesis, all of the 

thermal delays were recorded while heating the specimen. The temper- 

ature of the last therl delay was chosen as the solidus temperature 

of this specimen. It wac realized and taken into consideration that 

this last thermal delay could occur either at a temperature lower 

than or equal to the temperature atwhtch the bottom of the hole 

could be observed to be melted. y heating a rrnmber o± specimens of 

different alloys of zirconium and tantalum, sufficient solidus tee- 
peraturos wore obtained so that a curve could be drawn through the 

points determined by the temperatures. These were used to obtain 

the solidus curve of the zirconiim-karttalum alloys. 

Before any measurements were made the optical pyrometer was 

standardized for this particular system by determinth the observed 

melt in points of A-nickel and crystal rod zirconium. iach of these 

points is accurately known and specimens were readily available. 



With thøse observed re1tin points arxl their known vaiues, a 

correction curve could be drawn and correct temperattues obtained 

from observed teniperatures Thirin; the measiring 'oram, the s1ht 

¿lass had to be replaced. This required that the optical pyrometer 

be recalibrated. The tenperatures recorded in this thesi$ are all 

corrected temperatures, though sone of the recorded tenperatures 

wore obtained with one sjht class and the rest with the other. 

In the followinj list, the alloy number is the number assijried 

by the Pstcal Meta1lnr ?ranch at the Thireau of tne8 Ibortory 

to t1t particular allo7 and is the nunber under which ail informa- 

tion concerning it is recorded. The solidus temperature is the 

temperature of the last thermal delay observed. The meltth' point 

is the temperature indicated as the bottou of the hole became visibly 

liquid, The notes are obtained from observations made while melting 

and emination made atter the specinier had been removed from tbe 

furnace. The temperatures are ali in degrees centtLrade and have 

been corrected for this system. 

. 

alloy weight solidus melting Notea 
number % o± Ta temnp. point 

WA 2603 22.2 1.870 1870 Fair determination. 

WA 2605 47.5 :1.837 1885 No good, absorbed gas, 

WA 2606 62.0 1949 2018 Probably a good determination. 

WA 2611 00.0 1920 1920 (ood determination. 

WA 2649 6'?.O 1995 2133 Fair determination. 

WA 2650 71.7 2158 2200 Fair determination, 

WA 26S1 85.8 2360 2480 Probably a good determination. 
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aflo7 weight 8oltdus rnelttng Notes 
number % of Ta temp. point 

WA 2671 00.0 1920 1920 Good deterinthation. 

WA 2672 20.0 1847 1881 Excellent determination. 

WA 2675 26.2 1873 1905 No good, absorbed gas. 

WA 2772 24.0 1851 1865 Fair determination. 

w 2800 4.8 1942 ? Not very good. 

WA 2802 9.9 1900 1900 Good determination. 

WA 2803 14.6 1850 1880 Fair determination. 

WA 2804 25.1 1884 1884 Excellent determination, 

WA 281e 00.0 192e 1923 Good determination. 

WA 2814 00.0 1917 191? Good determination. 

WA 2815 5.5 1921 1921 Good determination. 

WA 2816 5.4 1880 1905 Excellent determination. 

WA 281? 6.3 1844 1895 Excellent determination. 

WA 2818 8.5 1848 1848 Excellent determination. 

A 2888 1.80 1908 1908 Excellent determination. 

WA 2889 2.37 ? l8?9 Cood determination, 

WA 2890 2.79 1894 1894 Excellent determination. 

A 2891 2,90 1894 1894 Excellent determination. 

WA 2952 14.0 1885 1885 Good determination. 

WA 2987 21.5 1865 192? Good determination. 

WA 2968 V.1 1898 1901 Good determination. 

WA 2989 59.7 1870 1958 Good determination. 

WA 2990 52.7 1905 1952 Excellent determination. 

V:A 2971 41.? 1920 1957 Excellent determination. 

In the preceding notos, excellent determination means that it 
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wa8 possible to determthe accurately the temperatures involved, and 

that when the specn was removed from the 1'urnace only rni.nor p- 
tions of it, including the botton of the hole, had been melted. 

Another requirennt for the determination to be evaluated C3 excel- 

lent was t1t the 8pecjn after the test should retain Its silvery 

us, This would show that the spec1xn had absorbed very little 
gas. I1 any one or theee requiresnts were present to a Small degree, 

th determination was evaluated as good. If crie of these require- 

menta were present to a relatively large degree, ' if more than one 

requirent aa mssing, the determination wa only evaluated as fair. 
These determinations were evaluated throughout the entire pro- 

grain so that in case of disagreement between different determinations, 

a suitable choice coild be made. 

CONCLU3i 

All of the excellant and good determinations are plotted on a 

graph on the follciviirig pse A curve, with the usual form of a 

solidus cwve for 8ysten3 which undergo a eutectic type of trans- 

formation, can be readily drawn through the points evaluated as 

excellent. Sone of the good points, and oddly enough, most of the 

fair points fall on this curve. At the alloy of 62 Ta, the eneral 

trend of the curve changes in a mariner that suggests that a compound 

TaZr nay form and be stable at its melting point. This was not 

verified as no high temperature x-ray camera was available at the 

t. .e this work was done. If this compound is found in the future, 

then this work will show that a typical eutectic type of phase 
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relation exists between Zr and TaZr and that complete ao1bility 

exists between TaZr and Ta, Alloys of a higher percentage of Ta 

were not melted because of the furnaces limitations. 

It is shown by the graph of the solidus curve that the melting 

point of pere zirconium is 1920 degrees centigrade. This ta the 

temperature at ihich the zirconium used to ke up the alloys melts. 

The difference between this temperature and that ordinarily found in 

the literature on zirconium ta probably due to the fact that the 

zirconium produced by the reduction of zirconium chloride with 

magnesium contains moro gas than that produced by the iodide procese. 

It can be seen that certain points were apparently ignored in 

obtaining the solidue curve shown in figure 6. The reason for this 

was that the curve chosen more closely matched one that would fit 

physical metallurgical evidence that a zirconiww-rich eutectic and 

at least one intermediate phase are present in the ztrcontum-4antalum 

system. 
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